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Abstract

The National Accident Sampling System (NASS)

was born in the late 1970s. It was based on a

substantial amount of experience and analysis of

what was needed in the United States to understand

the safety challenges of our highways. This work

also showed how to collect high quality and useful

crash data efficiently. Unfortunately, when Ronald

Reagan – a President who believed in limited

government – was elected, any hope of full funding

for NASS was lost. The concept of 75 teams

investigating about 18,000 serious crashes in detail

annually was never realized. The system got up to

50 teams, then was cut to 36, and finally to 24 teams

investigating fewer than a quarter of the originally

anticipated number of crashes per year.

Despite this, the NASS investigations provide a rich

source of data, collected according to a

sophisticated statistical sampling system to facilitate

detailed national estimates of road casualties on our

nation’s highways and their causes. In addition,

changes have been made in recent years to

increase the number of more serious crashes of

recent model vehicles to make the results more

relevant to improving vehicle safety.

A recent, detailed examination of hundreds of

rollovers has provided considerable insight into

rollover casualties and into what can be done to

reduce them. Some of these results will be

presented that show the value of the NASS system.

Our experience with NASS and the Fatal Accident

Reporting System (FARS) suggests a number of

improvements that could be made in the United

States’ crash data systems. It also provides

justification for a doubling or tripling of our national

expenditures on crash data collection.

Introduction

I first met Dietmar Otte in the 1970s when we were

young and optimistically trying to save people from

the ravages of automobile crashes. We were far

less successful than I would have imagined a third

of a century ago. At that time, in the U.S. we were

trying to get air bags into cars, and that took far

longer than we had imagined. Volkswagen had

developed the automatic safety belt, and

Mercedes-Benz advocated only a small head

protection air bag (arguing that in Germany

everyone already wore safety belts). As often

happens, the result was a compromise. In both

countries we were trying to find the best way to get

sufficient crash data to show the best way to reduce

crash casualties.

An adequate body of the right kind of crash data is

the fundamental fodder for our research [Figure 1].

It is critical to diagnosing safety hazards and 

to making intelligent improvements in vehicle

safety. Without it, we are driving in the dark with no

lights.

Conducting crash investigations and reconstructing

crashes can very satisfying work. Each crash is

different and many present challenging puzzles:

what precipitated the crash? How was an occupant

injured? Who or what performed well or poorly?

What could have prevented the crash or

ameliorated the injuries? But we must not forget

that our ultimate aim in this grizzly business is to

learn how we can put ourselves out of business by

making our automobile transportation even safer

than rail or air transport.

Of course, the problem is difficult because

automotive transportation is the original amateur

hour: at least in the U.S., there are no professional

requirements to be an automotive engineer. Anyone

can be an auto mechanic. And then there are the

drivers.
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Some History of U.S. Crash Data

Systems

In the United States, one of the earliest programs to

conduct serious investigations of crashes was

initiated in the 1950s by the brilliant safety pioneer,

Hugh Dehaven, at Cornell Aeronautical

Laboratories’ Automotive Crash Injury Research

program [Figure 2]. The data collected in his

program led to a better understanding of how

people were hurt in crashes. The Public Health

Service’s Multidisciplinary Accident Investigation

program was modeled on the Cornell program.

NHTSA made various attempts to understand

specific aspects of, or types of crashes including

programs on pedestrian accidents, restraint

performance, crash avoidance, and fatal crashes. In

the late 1970s, the agency settled on two basic

systems: the Fatal Accident Reporting System

(FARS) – basic data on a census of fatal crashes –

and the National Accident Sampling System (NASS)

which provides detailed data on a statistical sample

of all crashes occurring across the country [Figure

3]. FARS conducts no independent investigations,

relying essentially on police reported data.

National Accident Sampling System

NASS was a design using a sophisticated statistical

sampling model that ensured that the data could be

used to make national estimates of what was

happening on our nation’s roads [Figure 4]. It

provided for a crash investigation team of two to

four investigators in each Primary Sampling Unit

(PSU). There was to be a PSU representing each 

of the 75 geographic and demographic levels

defined by the Census Bureau. NASS teams

sample crash reports at a set of police agencies,

and an algorithm is used to decide which to

investigate. Each investigator would conduct

detailed investigations of two crashes per week:

documenting the scene and vehicle with

measurements and photographs, interviewing the

people involved in the crash, and reviewing and

coding data from medical records.

Unfortunately, when Ronald Reagan was elected,

any hope of full funding for NASS was lost. The

concept of 75 teams investigating more than 18,000

serious crashes in detail annually was never

realized. The system got up to 50 teams, then was

cut to 36, and now only 24 teams investigate a
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quarter of the anticipated number of crashes per

year [Figure 5].

Despite this, the NASS investigations provide a rich

source of data, collected according to a

sophisticated statistical sampling system to

facilitate detailed national estimates of road

casualties on our nation’s highways and their

causes. Changes have been made in recent years

to increase the number of more serious crashes of

recent model vehicles to make the results more

relevant to improving vehicle safety and to improve

the relevance, quality and completeness of NASS

data [Figure 6].

All of the NASS and FARS data have been public

from the beginning except for information that

would permit specific identification of the individuals

involved so as to protect their privacy. For several

years, all of the NASS data have been more readily

available on the NASS web site [Figure 7].
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Figure 6 A NASS rollover case – crash description and scene diagramm
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Figure 7: Details on the vehicle & occupant injuries



Use of NASS Data to Study Rollovers

Now, I would like to show you what can come from

a major study of the crash data that we have. I have

been seriously interested in rollover crashes for

nearly a decade. Fully one third of all serious to

fatal casualties in light motor vehicles in the U.S.

are in rollovers. However, until I personally looked

at every rollover of a vehicle less than ten years old

in which there was an AIS 3 injury, I did not fully

understand what was happening in these crashes

[Figure 8].

It became obvious as I looked at these crashes that

the traditional ways of classifying rollovers – the

number of quarter turns or the manner in which the

rollover was initiated – was of little practical use.

Rather, I found that rollovers fell fairly neatly into

five classes [Figure 9]:

• Rollovers where an unbelted occupant is

completely ejected.

• Rollovers where a belted occupant receives a

head or neck injury from roof crush.

• All other pure rollovers (i.e. without a significant

collision).

• Rollovers that follow a major collision that is the

most harmful event.

• Rollovers in which there is a major collision or

change in elevation during the rollover where

that is the most harmful event.

I used a sophisticated version of the Harm concept

developed initially by the late Dr. Sakis Malliaris at

NHTSA, to assess the consequences of the

rollovers I found in NASS. That methodology

computes the product of the economic cost of an

injury and the frequency of occurrence of that injury

to get an economic measure of its consequence

[Figure 10].

Since each crash in NASS has an estimate of the

number of similar crashes in the U.S., I could make

a reasonable estimate of the economic

consequence of each of the rollover crashes I found

in NASS that involved a serious to fatal injury.
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Figure 10: Cost of AIS 3+ Injuries by Body Part and Severity of

Injury from NHTSA’s “Economic Inpact of Motor 

Vehicle Crashes”

Figure 11 Rollovers per Million Registered Vehicles per Year



What is most striking about what I found is the

substantial overrepresentation of SUVs where an

unbelted occupant is ejected [Figure 11]. I was also

somewhat surprised by the fact that roughly one-

third of all rollovers have a collision before or during

the rollover as the most harmful event. The

differences in these two figures are that the first

shows only the estimated counts of rollover injuries

while the second shows the harm, in economic

terms [Figure 12].

Looked at this way, we can immediately see how to

substantially reduce rollover casualties. I picked

three basic countermeasures: a strong roof, belt

use (i.e. effective belt use reminders), and side

windows that do not break out as a consequence of

roof contacts with the ground. I then made an

estimate of the effect of these countermeasures on

the casualties that occurred in the rollover: how

much the harm would be reduced by the

countermeasure [Figure 13].

Using this technique, I made an educated

prediction of the effectiveness of these simple

countermeasures. Now, I realize that the sexy

technologies for rollovers are electronic stability

systems and rollover-triggered window curtain air

bags. Yet even in full production, each of these

would add $ 250 or € 200 to the cost of a new car.

By comparison, the combination of a strong roof, an

effective safety belt use reminder, and laminated

side glazing would add a total of less than $ 200 or

€ 160 to the price of a typical car or light truck. Yet

these three together would be substantially more

effective overall in reducing casualties than the

fancy new technologies [Figure 14].

I also learned by looking in detail at the NASS

rollovers that you would get a substantial part of the

total benefit by applying these countermeasures

only to SUVs. It is interesting that either an effective

safety belt use reminder or laminated side glazing

could deal with the problem of complete ejections in

rollovers. However, laminated side glazing will not

contain occupants if the roof distorts substantially

during a rollover. Thus, for this to be a successful

countermeasure requires a strong roof as well

[Figure 15].
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Figure 12: Cost of Injury in Rollovers per Vehicle per Year

Figure 13

Figure 14: Savings from Common, Low Cost Countermeasures

per Vehicle per Year

Figure 15 Annual economic consequences of rollovers per 

vehicle by type of vehicle and class of rollover (in 

millions). The sum for all light vehicles is $ 36.8 

billion per year



It is clear from reviewing the pictures in the NASS

files that most cars on the road in the U.S. – and

that includes some German and Swedish cars – do

not have adequately strong roofs. It is also clear

that a typical vehicle’s pitch angle during a rollover

is at least 10º as shown by damage to the front

fenders of vehicles, and that the windshield always

breaks when there is damage to the front of the

roof. These types of observations show the

importance of reviewing cases in detail to get ideas

about both countermeasures and about designing

useful performance tests for safety performance. To

rely simply on the electronic files of systems like

FARS and NASS can not only deprive one of the

richness contained in the complete file; it may

mislead an analyst.

No Cause for Optimism

When thinking about data, we must remind

ourselves that highway crashes are fundamentally

a public health challenge: little different from

cancer, bird flu and AIDS in either their impact on

society or in how we should approach them. The

lack of sufficient crash data in the U.S. meant that

we were unable to see problems with the first

generation air bags, and with automatic belts, until

these systems had killed a significant number of

people. We also did not see the problem with

Firestone tires on Ford Explorers until they had

killed hundreds of people.

Although I don’t want to cast a pall over this

meeting, I am increasingly feeling that despite our

air bags, electronic controls and advanced

materials, we have progressed only modestly in the

40 years since Ralph Nader published “Unsafe at

Any Speed” [Figure 16].

The U.S. auto industry still lacks a comprehensive

commitment to safety that involves strong support

of research and the application of all known,

practicable safety advances in a timely manner to

its products. The industry has not even supported a

strong, well funded crash data system in the U.S.

that would help it make cost-effective safety

improvements in its products. There is little public

concern over the massive loss of life on our roads.

There is a pervasive public attitude that the problem

is still mostly “the nut behind the wheel,” and that “it

can’t happen to me”. Safety belt use among those

most likely to be in a serious crash remains

depressingly low.

Our National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

has become a toothless shadow of its former self:

drastically under-funded, politically hamstrung, and

focused on programs and initiatives that have only

modest payoff but are inoffensive to industry.

Although NHTSA has collected a substantial body

of crash data, it does little to diagnose current auto

safety challenges or to evaluate designs and

technologies that would reduce casualties.

A Trauma-Based Crash Data System

In attempts to improve the understanding of

crashes in the U.S., ten years ago NHTSA initiated

the Crash Injury Research and Engineering

Network (CIREN) based at eight trauma centers

around the country. Some of the centers are

sponsored by auto makers. CIREN produces a

small number of detailed investigations of crashes

that have very severe outcomes. CIREN cases

include particular detail on the medical aspects of

crash injuries and treatment. The investigations are

triggered by the admission of an individual to the

trauma center for severe crash injuries.

While the CIREN cases are interesting and useful,

they lack a basis in statistical sampling, so that it is

difficult to determine the importance or breadth of

problems identified in them. NHTSA has several

other crash data programs, mostly in cooperation

with the states, and I leave it to you to learn of them

from the NHTSA web site.

A Future U.S. Crash Data System

As a result of my work, I have given further thought

to how we could improve the crash data systems in

the U.S. [Figure 17]. We spend roughly $ 25 million
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on Federal crash investigation and data programs.

This is less than $ 1 for every $ 10,000 in economic

loss from crashes. While I suppose we should be

thankful that we have at least that amount of

information, it is a travesty that a rich, advanced

country like the U.S. collects so little data on this

critical problem.

I think that a reasonable crash investigation

program would have the following:

• Continuation of the existing FARS program.

• Expansion of the NASS program to its originally

designed size of 75 teams investigating a

sample of more than 18,000 cases per year, and

closing of the General Estimate System.

• A new program that will sample roughly 5,000

fatal crashes in the U.S. with NASS personnel

conducting detailed investigations of them.

• A new project on crash causation where Global

Positioning Systems, video cameras (taking only

about one frame/second), sensors (brake

pressure, steering angle, and throttle position),

and data recorders are put in a fleet of at least

1,000 vehicles to monitor emergency conditions

(whether there is a crash or not). This project

would give critical, real time information on the

conditions that immediately precede an actual

crash or a near crash.

We would need at least $ 75 million per year for

what I would consider a reasonable crash

investigation program in the U.S. NHTSA also

needs to have a much more comprehensive

program to analyze the data it already has to

identify problems, set priorities, and justify a more

dynamic vehicle safety program.

It might be useful to develop cooperative

international programs in crash investigation. Such

programs have not occurred in the past because of

major institutional impediments, not to mention

budgetary, language and philosophical constraints.

Further problems are the significant differences in

the vehicles and fleets in the major areas of the

world as well as in their differing traffic conditions.

Even without greater formal cooperation, we can

clearly learn much from each others programs and

experiences.

Frankly, I think that the area that could provide the

highest payoff in international cooperation, it is the

New Car Assessment Program. Although this

concept was first developed in the United States in

the late 1970s, Europe and Australia have taken it

considerably further than we have. NCAP can have

major payoff in improving vehicle safety without

resorting to more regulation.

That is the beginning of my dream for safe motor

vehicle transportation.
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